This paper deals with the automorphism group of fibrations f:X->Y, where X and Y are simply connected CWcomplexes with either a finite number of homology groups or homotopy groups. It is proved that the automorphism groups of such fibrations are finitely presented, and that in case X and Y are i? 0
Introduction. Let X, Y be spaces and let /: X -> Y be a fibration. This work concerns the group AutX of homotopy classes of self equivalences of X as well as the group Aut(/) of homotopy classes of pairs (h, k) e Aut X x Aut Y which satisfy fh ~ kf. Throughout this paper all spaces considered are of the homotopy type of nilpotent CW-complexes of finite type, and all, except those which appear in Chapter four, are of the homotopy type of simply connected CW-complexes, which are either finite dimensional or with a finite number of homotopy groups.
We use the notations of Wilkerson [8] . We recall that a space X is called an (a) Is the group Aut(/) finitely presented? i.e., can Theorem B in Wilkerson [8] be generalized to Aut(/)? (b) What is the relation between:
(1) Aut X and Aut iϊ*(X, Z) where X is an iϊ o -space.
(2) Aut(/) and Autjff*(/, Z) where / is an if 0 -fibration, i.e., / is a fibration between iϊ o -spaces.
(3) Aut X and Aut X' where X' belongs to the genus of X. is finite, then Aut(/) is isomorphic to Aut(/') The paper is organized as follows:
In section one the relation between automorphism groups and rational equivalence is studied. The main result is proved in section two. In section three, the special properties of ίZo-spaces and the results of section one are used to draw conclusions on the automorphism groups of iϊo-spaces and fibrations. In the last section, section four, the relation between automorphism groups and genus is studied.
I am indebted to E. Dror and A. Zabordsky for encouragement and for several fruitful conversations. 
Thus S/Aut(/) -> M/-is well defined and monic. Therefore it is enough to prove that M/~ is finite. But by a standard Moore-Postnikov argument any element of M can be obtained as a sequence of principal fibrations (<Pn, tn) with fibers K(π n X, n) and K(π n Y, n), so that f n _,φ nfj n . Hence it suffices to show that for each n there is a finite number of equivalence classes of such fibrations, where the equivalence relation is defined as in M.
Suppose for the pair of ^-invariants (fc, jfc' ) e H n+ \X n _ lf π n X) x H n+1 (Y n _ l9 π n Y) there exists/.: X n ->Y n so that f n^φn^ψn f n . Assume also that φ' n : Xϊ-+X n __ x and ψ n \Y r n ->Y n^ are fibers of k and k', respectively, and there exists f n \X' n -^Y' n satisfying φ' n fi ~ f n^φ r n
Consider the following diagram
There exist homotopy equivalences a: X n -> X' n , β: Y' n ->Y n so φ' n a φ n and ψ % β -ψ' n . The map /3/^α is a lift of jf^, hence the finiteness of the group π* (fiber ψ) and the number of stages implies the finiteness of ϋf/~. Then Aut(/') acts on S and S/Aat (/') is a finite set.
Proof. Dual to the proof of 1. Proof. Let Δ(φ, ψ) £ Aut(/) x Aut(/') be the set of pairs ((fc, k), (h', lc')) e Aut(/) x Aut(/') for which the diagram r Ύ f commutes, and let Stab(<p, ψ, Aut(/')) be the image in Aut(/') of the second projection map on z/(<p, ψ). We shall show that Aut(/) and Aut(/') are commensurable with Δ(φ 9 ψ).
Let S f be the set of homotopy classes of pairs of the form (h'φh, k'ψk) where (h, fc)e Aut(/) and {h\ k')eAut(f). Then S' is a subset of S of Lemma 1.1, and hence S'/Aut(/) is a finite set. But Aut(/') acts on S'/Aut(f), i.e., there is a map
Then the group Stab(<£>, φ, Aut(/')) contains the kernel of η, and therefore the fact that Aut(S'/Aut(/)) is a finite set implies that Stab(<?, φ, Aut(/0) has finite index in Aut(/').
On the other hand, the fact that φ and ψ are rational equivalences implies that the kernel of the map A(φ, ψ) -> Aut(/') is finite. Hence d (φ, ψ) and Aut(/') are commensurable groups. The proof that A(φ f ψ) and Aut(/) are commensurable is dual.
NOTATION. For a fibration f:X-+Y denote by Aut x (/) the group of homotopy classes of self homotopy equivalences k: Y -» Y satisfying kf ~f 9 and by Aut F (/) the group of homotopy classes of self homotopy equivalences h; X -> X which satisfy fh ~ f. spheres VS nί and maps X*-VS n * -> X" so that π*y (x) Q and π*7" ® Q are epimorphisms and φ"j" ~ φy. Therefore the commutativity of the two parallelograms and the triangle, in the last diagram, implies that ψaf'y" ~ φfy. Consequently there exists a map δ:
Consider the cofibration VS n * Λ VS %i /-C λ where Im^λ (g) Q) = Keτ(π*(yδ) (g) Q) = Kerfa*^) (x) Q). There exist maps ε: C χ -> X, β": C λ -> X" so that εj -7δ, ε"i -τ"<5 and ^"β" -φe. Consequently the considerations of the previous paragraph imply the existence of a map μ: VS ni ->VS ni and rational equivalences φ: C λμ -> X, φ"\ C λμ -> X" (C λμ -the cofibre of \μ), so that af'φ" -fφ. Hence Theorem 1.3 implies that Aut(/) and Aut(/') are both commensurable with Aut(/"0") and therefore they are commensurable.
2.
Proof of the main theorem* By Wilkerson [8] there are finitely generated free simplicial N C Z groups M. an N. and a map /.: M. -> JV. so that Aut(/) can be identified with the group of loop homotopy equivalence classes of self-equivalences of /., and Aut(/ 0 ) can be identified with the group of loop homotopy equivalence classes of self-equivalences of /".: M o -> N Q . Theretore we study here these groups. We denote them by JEZΆut(/) and iZ"Aut(/ 0 .), respectively.
Let 
Proof. Since linear algebraic groups are closed under finite cartezian products and finite intersections, the result follows from Proposition 9.3 in Wilkerson [8] . PROPOSITION 
Let G and Hbe as defined above. There exists an affine group scheme G/H over Q, such that HAut(f 0 ) = (G/H)(Q) = G(Q)/H(Q).
Proof. Proposition 9.4. in Wilkerson [8] , the discussion above and thefact that a subgroup of a unipotent group is unipotent, implies that H is unipotent and that H Aut(f o ) = G(Q)/H(Q). By Borel [1, 6.8] , the quotient of an affine group scheme over Q by a closed normal subgroup scheme over Q is again an affine group scheme over Q. That is G/H exists. The Galois cohomology sequence [Serre] 
is an exact sequence of groups and pointed sets. Hence the fact that H is unipotent implies that iP(Gal(Q, Q), H) = 0 and the result follows. 
Proof. The existence of f L and the fact that
is a subgroup of finite index, follows from Wilkerson [8, 8.1 and 8.3] . Hence
is a subgroup of finite index and it suffices to prove that SimpAut(/ L ) = G Π SimAut(/J. But this is clear, since (h, k) 
Proof. By Theorem 1.3 it suffices to prove that there exist rational equivalences h: X' ->• X and k: Y' ->• Y so that the diagram

X-^ Y
commutes. Since / is homotopic to a cellular map we can assume that / is cellular. Suppose there exists a commutative diagram where f n is cellular, h n , k % are rational equivalences and the groups H m (X n , Z) and H m (Y n , Z) are torsion free for m ^ n.
Let X™, Yi n) be the ^-skeletons of X n and Y n . Since f n is cellular f n induces a map f' % : XJX™ -+YJY™. Therefore the fact that H n+1 (X, Z) = π n+1 (XJXn and H n+ι (Y, Z) = π %+ί (YJY™) implies the existence of a commutative diagram (*( ) denotes the torsion subgroup of ( ).) 
1
, n + 1) (/n) * > iTCfl.+x Γ, n + 1)
Let X n+1 and Y n+ι be the fibers of the maps
and
and let f n+1 : X n+1 ^Y n+ί be the iduced map. Obviously X n+1 is rational equivalent to X, Y n+1 is rational equivalent to Y and there exists a commutative diagram where h n+1 and k n+1 are rational equivalences and f n+1 is cellular. By the Serre spectral sequence H m (X n+1 , Z) and H m { Y n+1 , Z) are torsion free for ra <Ξ n + 1, and the result follows. Proof. Suppose G is generated by g lf g 2 , , g n . Since the centralizer of G is equal to the centralizer of the set {g lf g 2 , , g n }, the proof is similar to the proof of the main theorem.
3* Commensurability and iJ 0 -spaces and fibrations* Let X y Y be iϊ o -spaces and let /: X -> Y be a fibration. In this section we deal with the relation between AutX and Auxiϊ*(X, Y) and between Aut(/) and Aut H*(f, Z). In case X is an iϊ-space we draw conclusions on the relation between the i?-structures on X and the Hopfalgebra structures on H*(X, Q). Hence Aut(/) and Aut(^) are both commensurable with Aut(ip) and therefore they are commensurable groups. Z) . Therefore the fact that the kernel of the map AutY-* Aut H*(f 9 Z) is finite implies that for each heAutX there exist, at most, a finite number of k e Aut F, so that the pair (h, k) e Aut(/). Hence Aut(/) is a finite group.
(b) Similar to (a).
In order to draw conclusions from Proposition 3.2 to the case that X is an if-space we need the following definitions: DEFINITION. Let X be an ίf-space and let μ lf μ 2 be two Hstructures on X.
(a) We say that μ 1 is equivalent to μ 2 if there exists a homotopy equivalence h:X->X, so that hμ 1 
~ μ 2 (h x h).
(b) We say that H*(μ l9 Z)/torsion is equivalent to H*(μ 2 , Z)/toτ-sion if there exists a map h e Aut(ίf*(X, Z)/torsion) so that is equivalent to an iί-structure μ' which satisfies H*(μ', ^)/torsion = H*(μ 2 , Z)/torsion. Consequently the results follows from the fact that for any iί-structure μ on X, the number of iϊ-structures μ' which satisfy H* (μ' 9 Z)/torsion = H* (μ, ^)/torsion is finite (this follows from Proposition 3.2(a)).
